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Under the program *Quiero Mi Barrio* [I love my neighborhood] –developed by the Chilean government for the physical and social recovery of 200 districts throughout the country– this project creates a place to gather a divided community. Taking advantage of a slope in the site’s topography, the building multiplies the public land and thus increases the possibilities for community use.
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This publicly funded project was developed as part of the recovery of one of the 200 most deteriorated and vulnerable neighborhoods in Chile.

In a complex context, one must ask what should be done when the commission is unwanted or rather when its construction becomes the subject of conflicts and disputes between different sectors of the neighborhood.

The possibility of recovering the street, one of the few public spaces in the neighborhood, gave us an opportunity to rethink the community meeting space. Instead of locating in a leftover site (as is usually done), this time it was proposed as an articulating space.

Situated between the last terrace of the city and a park in one of the ravines towards the Elqui valley, the new building is located on a hillside. We were able to take advantage of the slope to organize the program under a lookout terrace and create a space of at least three neighborhood
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LEYENDA / LEGEND
1. Espacio multiuso / Multipurpose space
2. Cocina / Kitchen
3. Bodega / Cellar
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associations with multi-functional spaces that house municipal offices for family counseling, a dining room, kitchen, services, event rooms, and meeting rooms.

In turn, the exercise of bringing the neighborhood community together implies grouping residents together according to common interests and activities, which many times is resolved by confining them to an interior space converting the neighborhood centers in fairly hermetic spaces lacking natural light.

To reconcile both conditions—closing to protect and lighting to bring together—we opted to work with a continuous perimeter of perforated concrete blocks (*ladricretos*) because they provide protection, resistance, and create a solar control membrane around the entire north perimeter that filters the light and allows for adequate cross ventilation in each one of the rooms. ARQ
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